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ANALYSES OF  UNSATISF IAB IL ITY  FOR 
EQUATIONAL LOGIC  PROGRAMMING*  
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FERDINANDO MANZO 
D The problem of unifying pairs of terms with respect to an equational the- 
ory (as well as detecting the unsatisfiability of a system of equations) is, 
in general, undecidable. In this work, we define a framework based oil 
abstract interpretation for the (static) analysis of the unsatisfiability of 
equation sets. The main idea behind the method is to abstract the pro- 
cess of semantic unification of equation sets based on narrowing. The 
method consists of building an abstract  nar rower  for equational theories, 
and executing the sets of equations to be detected for unsatisfiability in 
the approximated narrower. As an instance of our framework, we define 
a new analysis whose accuracy is enhanced by some simple loop-checking 
technique. This analysis can also be actively used for pruning the search 
tree of an incremental equational constraint solver, and can be integrated 
with other methods in the literature. Standard methods are shown to be 
an instance of our framework. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first framework proposed for approximating equational unification. <1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Equational  Logic Programming [30, 34] is a relevant extension of the logic program- 
ming paradigm where logic programs are augmented by Horn equational theories. 
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The operational semantics of an equational logic language is some special form 
of equational resolution (such as SLDE-resolution [26, 30, 34]), which is in turn 
based upon equational unification [23, 26, 48]. Equational unification (E-unification 
[26, 30]) is the problem of unifying a pair of terms with respect o an equational 
theory E. There is, in general, no single most general E-unifier of two terms. A 
complete set of E-unifiers of a pair of terms may even be infinite. The set of E- 
unifiers of a pair of terms is semidecidable, ven for unconditional and canonical 
equational theories. The unsatisfiability of a system of equations is also undecid- 
able. A number of E-unification procedures have been developed [23, 26, 30, 32, 
36]. Conditional narrowing, e.g., has been shown to be complete for equational 
theories atisfying different restrictions [30, 32, 36, 42]. 
The definition of any equational logic language must necessarily address the 
problem of the completeness and termination of E-unification. In order to overcome 
the latter problem, lazy strategies relying on delayed unification have been defined 
[2, 14, 30]. In [14, 30], only a partial unifier of the equations is computed, and the 
unsolved equations are added as residuum to the goal clause to be solved later. In 
[2], unificands are reduced before they are submitted to the unification algorithm. 
Equations which are not ready for evaluation are postponed until they can be 
decided. Verified ground equations are then discarded. 
Several methods to improve the termination of E-unification algorithms have 
been reported [1, 15, 47]. These algorithms are guided by a graph of terms to 
detect and remove some loops of the search tree which do not lead to any solution. 
The improved algorithms are still complete, but termination is only guaranteed for 
theories which satisfy a given condition. 
The ability to detect the unsatisfiability of a set of equations is also very im- 
portant to prune useless paths from the search tree and save a log of unneces- 
sary computation. The standard methods to recognize failure are based on the 
idea that two terms headed by different irreducible symbols can never be equal 
[2, 25]. [22] introduces another decidable notion to detect unsatisfiability which 
is based on an analysis of joinability of the outermost function symbols of each 
equation. A close idea is developed in [11] for constructor-based programs, i.e., 
programs which obey the constructor discipline and where all functions are defined 
completely. This analysis relies on comparing the sets of possible constructor nor- 
mal forms of the two sides of each equation, which are approximated by the notion 
of abstract rewriting [11]. 
In this paper, we define a framework based on abstract interpretation for the 
(static) analysis of the unsatisfiability of equation sets with respect to a given 
equational theory. We give a formalization of the classical methods defined in [2, 
22, 25] as an instance of our framework, and show that their correctness can be 
proven as a consequence of a general theorem (Theorem 4.6) and a specific (simple) 
lemma (Lemma 6.3) to be proven for each case. We also define a new algorithm 
for detecting statically when a set of equations is unsatisfiable with respect o an 
equational theory. This algorithm is based on the idea that rewrite rules can be 
abstracted and an approximated narrowing can be performed, and it is an instance 
of our framework. The abstract most general unifier for our method is very simple, 
and roughly speaking, it boils down to computing a solved form of an equation set 
with (possibly) existentially quantified variables. Existentially quantified variables 
can be introduced by our abstract narrower as a result of the abstraction made over 
the terms appearing in the rewriting rules. We make use of a simple technique of 
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loop detection to build a graph of functional dependencies and improve our method. 
Since our method can be seen as parametric with respect o the loop check, any 
improvement on the loop-checking technique would correspondingly yield to an 
improvement of the accuracy of our analysis. We discuss the relation of our method 
with a similar mechanism to detect equational unsatisfiability as defined in [22]. 
The algorithm can be used to prune useless paths in the search tree fbr a given 
set of equations. It may as well be used for constraint languages like CLP(~/S)  
[3, 4] which integrates equational and logic programming as an instance of the 
CLP scheme [331. In this language, equations are treated as constraints, and are 
incrementally added to the "store" to be checked for solvability. This test can be 
very costly (not to mention that termination is not guaranteed) and, as pointcd 
out in [29], partial but etficient constraint solvers turn out to be valuable. Our 
algorithm always terminates, and says that the set of equations is unsatisfiable or 
returns a finite description of the set of its g-unifiers, which can be effectively used 
to prune the search tree incrementally. The set of answers has the property that 
each concrete solution is an instance of one of these answers. A lazy procedure 
for CLP(~/S) is conceivable which does not prove the solvability of a set of equa- 
tions c, but just checks that c is not "unsatisfiable" by means of our algorithm, 
and then uses the collected set of answers for pruning the search tree of th,: con- 
straint solver incrementally. A final guided execution of the "flfll" narrower may 
find the concrete solutions and possibly detect the unsatisfiability not detected by 
this lazy procedure. This methodology is sinfilar to that followed by i29J. ]Tn the 
framework of CLP, [29] introduces a relaxation function which associates with each 
constraint c another constraint (that is implied by c) for which solvability can be 
easily tested. The unsolvability of the relaxed constraint implies the unsolvability 
of c. [29] mainly considers constraints over finite domains, the case of equational 
theories is not considered. 
We formalize the idea of approximated narrowing in the framework of abstract 
interpretation [16, 18]. We prove that out' analysis of unsatisfiability always termi- 
nat, es and is correct, i.e., if it terminates with failure the constraint is unsatisfiable. 
Clearly, since the problem is undecidable, the analysis may sometimes fail to detect 
unsatisfiability. 
Interesting to note, we abstract erm rewriting systems and obtain a form of 
compiled simplified "program" which always terminates, and in which we can ex- 
ecute a compiled query efficiently. This is different from the standard approach 
to abstract interpretation [41] where all of the work of abstraction is left. to the 
procedure which computes the abstract most general unifier of two terms. 
Our equational analyzer is incremental. When new equations are added to a set 
of equations which has already been checked, it is possible to "merge" the result of 
the previous analysis with the new equations, and hence make an analysis which is 
simpler than "restarting from scratch." 
The structure of the paper is as follows. After introducing some preliminary 
notions in Section 2, we present he concrete basic narrowing in Section 3. In Section 
4, we first recall the concept of abstract ransition system [16], then we define a 
finitely failed abstract ransition system and give a general correctness theorem 
of the framework. In Section 5, we define an algorithm to detect unsatistiable 
equations, and present he (extension and) formalization i  our framework of other 
methods in the literature like [2, 22, 25]. In Section 6, we prove that the analyses 
presented in this paper are correct. Section 7 shows an incremental equational 
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analyzer which incrementally builds the search tree as long as new constraints are 
added. In Section 8, we present some optimizations for our analyzer, and make a 
comparison with some related work [2, 11, 22, 25, 30] which we show how it can be 
suitably integrated with our method. 
A preliminary (short) version of this paper appeared in [5]. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
By E, H, and V (possibly subscripted), we denote denumerable (disjoint) collections 
of function symbols, predicate symbols, and variable symbols with their signatures. 
T(E U V) and T(E) denote the sets of terms and ground terms built on E and V, 
respectively. T(E) is usually called the Herbrand Universe (7- 0 over E. A Z-equation 
s = t is a pair of terms s, t • T(E U Y). A (II, E)-atom is an element p( t l , . . . ,  tn) 
where p • l i is n-cry and ti • T(E U V), i  = 1 , . . . ,n .  A ( l ic,  E)-constraint is 
a (possibly empty) finite set of ( l ie, E)-atoms, with YI C c l i .  Throughout he 
paper, we assume He = {=}. Vat(s) is the set of distinct variables occurring 
in the syntactic object s. A fresh variable is a variable which appears nowhere 
else. Identity of syntactic objects is denoted by ~. The symbol - denotes a finite 
sequence of symbols. 
Let us briefly recall some basic notions about equations, conditional rewrite 
systems, and universal unification. For full definitions, refer to [19, 37]. Terms 
are viewed as labelled trees in the usual way. The depth of t, written depth(t), is 
defined recursively as follows. If t is a constant or a variable, then depth(t) is 1. 
Also, the depth of f ( t l , . . . ,  tn) is 1 +max({depth(t l ) , . . . ,  depth(tn)}). Occurrences 
are represented by sequences, possibly empty, of natural numbers used to address 
subterms of t, and they are ordered by the prefix ordering u ___ v if there exists a w 
such that uw = v. O(t) denotes the set of occurrences of a term t. O(t) denotes the 
set of nonvariable occurrences of a term t. tl~ is the subterm at the occurrence u
of t. t[r]u is the term t, with the subterm at the occurrence u replaced with r. t[u] 
denotes the label in t at occurrence u • O(t). These notions extend to equations in 
a natural way. A substitution is defined as an almost identical mapping from the set 
of variables V into the set of terms 7(E t2 V). It naturally extends to a mapping from 
terms to terms or from equations over terms to equations over terms. We restrict 
our interest o the set of idempotent substitutions over 7(E U V), which is denoted 
by Sub. In abuse of notation, Dom(a) = {x • V [xa ~ x} is called the domain of 
a. The equational representation of a substitution {Xl ~-~ t l , . . .  ,Xn ~-~ t~} is the 
set of equations, {xl = t l , . . .  ,xn = tn}. The empty substitution is denoted by ~. 
We describe the lattice of equation sets following [17]. Also see [39, 40]. We let Eqn 
denote the set of possibly existentially quantified finite sets of equations over terms. 
Elements of Eqn are regarded as (quantified) conjunctions of equations and treated 
modulo logical equivalence. We let fail denote the unsatisfiable quation set, which 
(logically) implies all other equation sets. Likewise, the empty equation set, denoted 
by true, is implied by all elements of Eqn. We write E < E r if E r logically implies 
E. Thus, Eqn is a lattice ordered by < with bottom element rue and top element 
fail. An equation set is solved if it is either fail or it has the form 3yl • • - ~y,n.{xl = 
t l , . . .  ,x~ = t~} where each xi is a distinct variable not occurring in any of the 
terms ti and each Yi occurs in some tj. Every set of equations has at least one 
(logically) equivalent solved form. We let the nondeterministic function solve(E) 
choose one of these solved forms of equation sets E. For example, a solved form of 
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~x.{:f = f(y),  z = y} is {z : y} and 3y.{x = f(y),  z = y} is in solved form. There 
is a natural isomorphism between substitutions and unquantified equation sets. 
We use the same notation for a substitution {Xl ~ t l , . . . ,  x,~ ~ t,.}, the corre- 
sponding set of equations {Xl = t l , . . . ,  x,~ = t,~ } and the corresponding conjnnction 
of equations xl = tl A. .  • A x~ = tn. For example, we may write 0 A (y = tO), where 
the first occurrence of 0 is a conjunction of equations and the second occurrence is 
the application of a substitution. 
Tile notions of application, composition, and relative generality are defined in 
the usual way [9]. We consider the usual preorder on substitutions <: 0 < ~r iff 
~7.~ - 0% Note that  0 < cr i f fa ~ 0 [45]. A substitution {z~ ~ t~ . . . . .  :~:,~ -* t~} is 
a unifier of an equation set E i fE  < {xl = t l , . . .  ,x~ = tn}, i.e., {J:l = t i , - . .  ,:z:n = 
t.~} ~ E. We denote the set of unifiers of E by unif(E) ,  and rngu(E) denotes the 
most general unifier of the unquantified equation set E. 
While every unquantified equation set has a most general unifier [38}, Bhis is 
not true in general for equation sets with existentially quantified variables. For 
example, the equation set ~y.{x = f(y)} does not have a most general unifier. 
We note that when dealing with the concrete operational semantics, the extra 
machinery of quantified variables is not needed, all equations can be thought of ~ks 
unquantified, and hence as isomorphic to a most general unifier. In the abstract 
semantics, our algorithm replaces some of the terms in the term rewriting system 
by occurrences of a special symbol which, from the logical viewpoint, stands for 
a quantified variable. Hence, it is only when arguing the relation between the 
concrete and abstract operational semantics that we need to consider quantified 
equation sets. 
A Horn equational E-theory [ consists of a finite set of equational Horn clauses 
of the form e 4= e l , . . . ,en ,  n > O, where e,e~,i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  are E-equations. E- 
equations and E-theories will often be called equations and theories, respectively. 
An equational goal is an equational Horn clause with no head. 
A Term Rewriting System (TRS for short) is a pair (E, T~) where 7¢ is a finite 
set of' (conditional) reduction (or rewrite) rule schemes of the form (A -~ p ~= C), 
A, p c r (E  U V), A ¢ V, and Vat(p) C Vat(A). The condition C is a possibly empty 
conjunction e l , . . .  ,e~, n > 0 of equations. Variables in C that do not occur in A 
are called extra-variables. If a rewrite rule has no condition, we write A --, p. \Vhen 
the condition in every rule in 7~ is empty, the system is said to be unconditional. 
Otherwise, it is said to be conditional. We will often write just 7¢ instead of (E',, 7¢). 
A Horn equational theory £ which satisfies the above assumptions can be viewed 
as a term rewriting system 7Z where the rules are the heads (implicitly oriented from 
left to right) and the conditions are the respective bodies. We assume that these 
assumptions hold for all theories we consider in this paper unless we explicitly state 
otherwise. The equational theory g is said to be canonical if the binary one-step 
rewriting relation -~r¢ defined by 7¢ is noetherian and confluent [37}. For synta(tical 
characterizations of confluent conditional theories, refer to [10, 13, 431 
A term s conditionally rewrites to a term t, written s -+w~ t, if there exists a rule 
(A --* p ~ Sl = t l , . . . ,  an = tn)  E "~, an occurrence u ~ O(s), and a substitution 
cr such that slu = Aa, t = s[pcr]~ and, for each i = 1 , . . . ,  n, there exists a term 'u;~ 
such that sicr --'~z wi and tia -+}e wi. Two terms s and t are joinable, s2.~ t if there 
exists a term w such that  s --+r¢w and t -~re 'w. When no confusion can arise, we 
omit the subscript 7~. 
For TRS ~,  r << T4 denotes that r is a new variant of a rule in 7-4 such that r 
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contains no variable previously met during computat ion (standardized apart). The 
instantiated left-hand side ~ of a reduction rule ()~ --* p ~ C) is called a redex 
(reducible expression) with contracturn pa. 
Let 7~ be a TRS. A function symbol f ~ E is irreducible iff there is no rule 
(A ~ p ~ C) c 7~ such that f occurs as the outermost function symbol in A; 
otherwise, it is a defined function symbol. In theories where the above distinction 
is made, the signature E is partitioned as E = C • ~c, where C is the set of irreducible 
function symbols and )c is the set of defined function symbols. The elements of C 
are often called constructors. 
An important kind of Horn equational theories are those which are level-conflu- 
ent [27, 42]. Let --~n be the conditional rewrite relation corresponding to a Horn 
equational theory g. Then --7~ is equivalent o ~n= U i>0{-~,  }, where: 
(1) ~n,= 0; and 
(2) t -*~,,+1 t' holds iffthere is a rule (A --+ p ~ C) E T~, a nonvariable occurrence 
u of t, and a substitution cr such that tl~ = ~, t '  = t[p~]~ and s~ ;~,  s'~ 
for all (s = s') E C. -~  is called level-confluent [271 iff, for each n > 0, the 
relation -~n,, is confluent. Level confluence can still be ensured by syntactic 
conditions [27]. Of course, level confluence implies confluence. We call T4 
level-canonical if --~n is level-confluent and noetherian. This is equivalent o 
say that  each - -~ .  is canonical. The notion of level-canonicity of a conditional 
term rewriting system extends in the obvious way to Horn equational theories. 
Each Horn equational theory g generates a smallest congruence relation =e 
called g-equality on the set of terms T(E U V) (the least equational theory which 
contains all logical consequences of g under the entailment relation ~ obeying the 
axioms of equality for g). g is a presentation or axiomatization of =E. In abuse 
of notation, we sometimes peak of the equational theory g to denote the theory 
axiomatized by g. 
Given a finite set of equations E = {Sl = t l , . . . , s~ = t~}, we say that  E is 
g-unifiable iff there exists a substitution a such that  s~a =c  ti~ for each i. The 
substitution a is called an g-unifier of E. g-unification is semidecidable. 
For an equational theory, the notion of most general unifier generalizes to com- 
plete sets of minimal (incomparable) g-unifiers. A set S of g-unifiers of the equation 
set E is complete iff every g-unifier a of E factors into a =e 0~ for some substi- 
tutions 0 E S and 7. A complete set of g-unifiers of a system of equations may be 
infinite. Minimal complete sets of g-unifiers do not always exist. An g-unification 
procedure is complete if it generates a complete set of g-unifiers for all input equa- 
tion sets. By applying narrowing or some refinement or variant thereof, it is possible 
to construct a complete set of g-unifiers for a given set of equations in canonical 
theories satisfying different restrictions [30, 32, 42]. 
3. BAS IC  CONDIT IONAL NARROWING 
Given a conditional TRS T~, an equational goal clause 9 conditionally narrows into 
a goal clause g' if there exists an equation e c g, u E O(e), a (standardized apart) 
variant (~ --~ p ~ C) << ~,  and a substitution cr such that  (r = rngu({elu = iX}) 
and 9' = ((g ~ {e}) U {e[p]~} U C)~. s is called a (narrowing) redex iff there exists 
a new variant (~ -~ p ~ C) of a reduction rule in 7~ and a substitution ~ such 
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that scr _= Act. 
Basic: (conditional) narrowing is a restricted form of (conditional) narrowing 
where only terms at basic occurrences are considered to be narrowed [31, 42]. In- 
formMly, a basic occurrence is a nonvariable occurrence of the original goal or one 
that was introduced into the goal by the nonvariable part of the right-hand side 
or the condition of a rule applied in a preceding narrowing step. The idea behind 
t:he concept of basic is to avoid narrowing steps on subterms that are introduced 
by instantiation. Basic Conditional Narrowing (BCN) is a complete g-u'ni.fication 
algorithm for level-canonical Horn equational theories [42}. 
Let g be a level-canonical TRS. We formulate a Basic Conditional Narrowing 
calculus according to the partition of equational goals into a skeleton and an ~:rmi- 
~'on~nent part, as in [30]. 
The .~keleton part is a set of equations g and the e.nvironment part is a substi- 
tution 0. Substitutions are composed in the enviromnent part, but are not applied 
to the terms in the skeleton part. Due to this representation, the basic occurretl(:es 
in gO are all in g, whereas the nonbasic occurrences are all in the codomain of O. 
The set of goals (states) is denoted by State. The calculus is defined as a transition 
system, which is a directed graph that has states as nodes. The initial st~tte is a 
'~ r e ~' sou c~ node and edges correspond to reduction between states. Thus, reduction 
sequences correspond to paths in the graph from the source. To solve the equation 
set g, the algorithm starts with the initial state (g, e} ~tnd tries to derive ncw goals 
uutil a terminal goal (true, ¢) is reached. Each substitution 0 in a terminal goal 
is an g-unifier of g. By abuse of notation, it is often called solution. The BCN 
calculus is defined by the two following rules: 
BCN unification rule: 
BCN narrowing rule: 
A A p c )  << A = 
(g, u u c, 
In the following section, we recall a general method to approximate transition 
systems [16]. We then show how to use this method for approximating term rewril- 
ing systems and narrowers. 
4. APPROXIMATING TRANSIT ION SYSTEMS 
4.1. Abstract Interpretation 
Abstract interpretation [18] formalizes the concept of a semantic-based analysis 
of programs. The computations are performed with respect o descriptions (i.e., 
approximations) of data rather than the data themselves. Thus, an analysis is n 
computation performed with respect o a nonstandard interpretation of data and 
operators in the program. Tile standard interpretation gives the usual behavior of 
the program. 
We follow the approach of [16]. Thus, we define the "approximation relation" in 
terms of a "concretization function" which maps elements in a nonstandard domain 
to those elements in the standard omain which they describe. The approximation 
relation is then lifted from the "base" domains to relations and tuples. 
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Definition 4.1 [16]. A description Desc = (D, 7, E) consists of a description do- 
main (a poset) D, a data domain (a poser) E, and a monotonic concretization 
function ~/ : D --* pE. When E = Eqn, E = Sub or E = State, the description is 
called an equation description, a substitution description or a state description, 
respectively. 
We say that d ~/-approximates e, written d o% e, iff e E y(d). The approximation 
relation is lifted to binary relations and cross products as follows: 
• Let (D1,71,E1} and (D2,~/2,E2) be descriptions, and F c D1 x D2 and 
F / C_ E1 x E2 be relations. Then F o( F / iffVd E D1.Ve E E l .d  o%1 
eA(e,e '}  cF '~(d ,d  r } CFAd 'c%2 e'. 
• Let (DI ,~I,E1} and (D2,72,E2) be descriptions, and (dl,d2) : D1 x D2 and 
(el, e2) : E1 x E2. Then (dl, d2) o( (el, e2) iff dl c%1 el A d2 o(.y2 e2. 
When clear from the context, we say that d approximates e and write d o( e. By 
an abuse of notation, we will sometimes let Desc denote both the description and 
the description domain. 
Given an equation and a substitution description, we can define the concept of 
"abstract ransition system." We have chosen the approach of abstracting tran- 
sition systems, similarly to [16], for two reasons. The method results to be quite 
simple and general since standard formal operational semantics for narrowing are 
often given in terms of transition systems. Besides, the abstract algorithm re- 
quires the collection of all intermediate states for proving the unsatisfiability of a 
set of equations. 
4.2. Abstract Transition System 
Given an equation description and a substitution description, an associated state 
description is constructed as follows: 
Definition 4.2. Let Eqnn be an equation description, Subn a substitution descrip- 
tion. Define the abstract state domain, Staten induced by Eqnn and Subn, to 
be staten = {(g, n} I g E Eqnn, n E Subn}. Associated with Staten are ex- 
traction functions sub : Staten --* Subn and eqn : Staten -~ Eqnn defined by 
eqn(t) = g, if t = {g, ~} and sub(t) = n, if t = (g, n}. The definition of eqn and 
sub extend naturally to any set of pairs. 
Abstract states describe states which are equivalent modulo variable renaming. 
This is because the operational behavior preserves this type of equivalence, and so 
it is not necessary to distinguish between such states. Furthermore, to ensure ter- 
mination of analyses, we do not distinguish between abstract states which describe 
the same set of states. 
Definition 4.3 [16]. (Induced State Description). Let Staten be an abstract state 
domain induced from an equation description Eqnn and a substitution descrip- 
tion Subn. Let t c Staten, s E State and p be a renaming. Then t ocp s iff: 
1. sub(t) oc p(sub(s)); and 
2. eqn(t) o(p(eqn(s)). 
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We write t o( s iff ?p.t o% s. Define T : S tate4 -+ pState  by T(t ) {s l t  ~x s}, 
and let -~ be the equivalence relation on elements of State4 induced by ?; that  
is, t~ _~ t2 iff 7(t~) = 7(t2). We let StateA/  ~-- denote the equivalence classes of 
State.4 and rep be a function returning a representat ive of an equivalence class. 
The induced state descr ipt ion for EqnA and SubA is (S ta teA/  ~, 7 o rep, State).  
Let us now define an abstract  t ransit ion system. The definition is parametr ic  
with respect to a generic TRS, the set of abstract  states and a reduct ion relat ion 
between abstract  states. These notions have to be instant iated in the special izat ion 
process. 
Definit ion ~.4. (Abst ract  Transit ion System). Let T be a TRS,  s a state, and 
StateA an induced state description. Let ¢A+T C_ StateA x StateA be a relat ion 
A 
(depending on T).  An abstract  t ransit ion system for ~-~7', s and State4 is a 
t rans i t ion graph ~ with elenmnts of StateA/  ~-- as nodes which is defined in 
A 
terms of the abstract  reduction relation ~T.  The graph ~ nmst satisfy: 
The source of G is an approx imat ion of s. 
Let t" E StateA/  ~-- denote the equivalence class of t ~ gtatea.  There is an 
A t/" edge from t ' to  t" iff t ~-~r 
An abstract  rans i t ion system should approx imate the concrete transit ion system 
semantics BCN we introduced in Section 3. The basic idea is to approx imate the 
behavior of a TRS and init ial state by a finite t ransit ion graph with nodes labeled 
by state descr ipt ions so that  the nonexistence of a node labeled by (true, ec) ensures 
the unsat isf iabi l i ty of the equation set. This motivates the following definition. 
A 
Definition 4.5. A (finite) abstract  transit ion system for ~-+T,S and StateA is fi- 
nitely failed iff it does not contain leaves of the form (true, ~}. 
rFhe relevance of this notion is clarified by the following theorem. 
Theorera ~.6. ( CorT,ectness). Let g be a level-canonical Horn equational theory 
with associated TRS 7~. Let o~ be an approximation relation such that Vd 
A 
EqnA. (d  oc true ~ d - true). Let T be a TRS such, that ¢-~r ~ ~-~7e. i f  the 
A 
abstract transition system for ~ "r, state s ~( (g, e} and StateA is finitely failed 
then 9 is unsatisfiable in g. 
PROOF. We prove the theorem by contradict ion. We prove ttmt if the set of 
equat ions g in the state (g, e} is satisfiable, then, in any abstract  ransit ion system 
for state scv  (g, e}, there is a leaf of the form (true, n}. If g is satisf iable in g, 
then there exists an g-unif ier of g. Thus, by the conlpleteness of Basic Condit ional  
Narrowing, there exists a path  (g, e) ~ . . . .  ~z (true, or). We prove the theorem by 
induct ion on the length n of the path. 
If ~ 1, then (g,e)~r~ (true, cr) where ~ = mgu(9 ). Since s ,x (,q,e} and 
.A 
~T ~ ~7¢, by Definition 4.1, there exists an abstract  reduct ion from s to some 
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t t = (g', g} such that t' o ( ( t rue ,a ) .  Hence, there exists a node (g', ~) such that 
g~ o( t rue and t~ e( a. Since g~ o( true, then g~ = true. 
Let us consider the inductive case. If n > 1, then (g,c) = (g~,01} "~n . . . .  n 
(gn_ l ,On_ l}-~n (true, a}. Since s 0((g,e)  and AT  e( "~n, there exists an ab- 
..4 A t t 
stract reduction derivation s = (g~, 0~) ~--~T " " " ~--~T (gn-1 ,0n- l}  such that (gi,' 0i)' o( 
(g~,O~),l <_ i < n -  1. Since (g~-l,0~n-~) c< (gn- l ,O~- l} ,  by Definition 4.1 
! / t / I there exists (g~, O~} s.t. (gn-1,0n- l )  AT (gn, 0~) and (g~, 0~) o( (true, a). Hence, 
g~ o( true, and therefore g~ = true. [] 
In the next section, we present our analysis of unsatisfiability. We approximate 
the behavior of a TRS and initial state by an abstract ransition system which 
can be viewed as a finite transition graph with nodes labeled by state descriptions, 
where transitions are proved by (abstract) narrowing reduction. 
5. ANALYSES OF EQUATIONAL UNSATISF IAB IL ITY  
5.1. Abstract (Basic) Narrowing Analysis 
In this section, we present an abstract algorithm to prove that a set of equations is 
unsatisfiable in a (level-canonical) Horn equational theory. We define the descrip- 
tions for terms, equations, substitutions, and term rewriting systems. We need 
some technical definitions first. Notice that we do not distinguish between equiv- 
alence classes and representatives. Moreover, by abuse of notation, we denote in 
the same way a preorder and the corresponding partial ordering induced oil the 
equivalence classes of the equivalence relation associated with the preorder. 
By T = (r(E U V), <) we denote the standard omain of (equivalence classes of) 
terms ordered by the standard partial order < induced by the preorder on terms 
given by the relation of being "more general." Let I be an irreducible symbol, 
where J_ ~ E. Roughly speaking, the special symbol 3_ introduced in the abstract 
domains represents any concrete term. Let T ± = (T(E U V U {±}),_~) be the 
domain of terms over the signature augmented by 2, where the partial order _~ is 
defined as follows: 
(a) V tET  ±.±~tandt<t ;and  
. .  / . t S t  (b) Vst, . ,sn, s 1, .. ,s n E T±,  V f  /n  E E.s~ < 81A' "  "A J  n ~ Sn =~ f(S~I,. . .  , n) 
-~ f ( s l , . . . ,  Sn). 
This order can be extended to equations: s t = t' < s = t i f f  s ~ < s and t ' ~ t, 
and so to sets of equations S, S~: 
1) S ~ < S iff Ve' E St.~e ~ S such that e t ~ e. 
2) S' E_ S iff (S' ~ S) and (S ~ S' implies S' c S). 
We note that S t ~ true ~ S ~ - true. Intuitively, S t E_ S means that either 
S t contains less information than S, or if they have the same information, then S ~ 
expresses it by less elements. 
Define IS] = S ~, where the n-tuple of occurrences of Z in S is replaced by an 
n-tuple of existentially quantified istinct fresh variables in S t. 
The relation between the order ~ over terms, equations, and set of equations 
and the logical order over terms, equations, and sets of equations is stated in the 
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following lemmata and proposition. 
Lemma 5.1. Let t ,t '  be terms, t' ~ t iff V~t ~ O(t).(~w < u.t'[w] -=2 or~t 
o( t ' )  ~ t[~] _= t'[~]) 
PROOF,  
(~)  
(~-) 
Lcmma 5.2. 
By structura l  induct ion on t. 
If depth(t) = 1, then t ~ -2  or F ~ t. 
If depth(t) = k + 1, k _> 0, and the lemma holds for all t such that  depth(t) 
< k, then t - f ( t~, . . . , t ,~)  ~md t' =_± or t' ~ f ( t '~, . . . , t~)  and t'~ ~ t~ 
A .. .  A t' -< t,z. Let us consider the second case since the case when t '  ~ 
is immediate.  Since O(t) : {i.O(ti) ii = 1 . . . .  ,'n} and O(t') = {i.O(t'i) i i 
= 1 , . . . ,  n}, then the lemma follows by the inductive hypothesis,  since Vi 1, 
. . . ,n .  depth(ti) < k. 
St, raightforward. [] 
Let e, e' be two equations uch that C ~ e. Then [e I ~ [~'1. 
PROOF. By induct ion on the number n of occurrences of A in e ~. 
Base case. Let n = 1. Assume that  (e'],,) -= ± and (el,,) = t. Since there is only 
one occurrence of ± in e', then by Lemma 5.1, c[y]~ ~ C[y]~, where y ¢ Var(c) J 
vo,, .<).  'titus, Iel ~ [~x.(e[~]~ A :,: = t)~ (where :; ¢ v~,(~O Lj v,,,.(~')) ~:~ 
~:.(e[~:],, A ~[:~. = tl) ~ ~. (e [x ]~ A 3y..~" = y) (where :j ~ W,'(e)  u V,, '(e') ~J {:~:}) 
¢,  ~,.(~,[yJ,, A a:~..:~ = :j) ~ ~y.eLy],, ~ [e'l. 
Induct ive case. Let n > 1, and assume that  the claim holds for ~: < n. Assume 
that  (e'l~,) =-± and (elu) =- t. 
[c] ~ [Sx.(e[x]~ A x = t)~ ( . 'here x ~' Var (Q u Var (e ' ) )  ~=~ ~:c.([e[:c],,~ ,'\ 
~:, = tl) ~ ~:l:.(~.'[:~.]~ A ~.~ = ~) (where ,~ ~ v,,,.(,) u v,,,'(e')~.~ {:l:} ~,nd by 
induct ive hypothesis ince e'[x],, contains n 1 occurrences of ± and e'fx],, -< c'[:r],,) 
Prvposition 5.3. Let S, S '  be two equation sets such that  S'  ~ S. Then IS] ~ IS'[ .  
Pt tOOF.  Let soln(S) denote the set of solutions of the equation set S, i.e., ti le set 
of all ground unifiers of S. (soln([Sl) C_ soln(lS' l)  ) ¢, (~S 1 ~ IS ' I ) .  \.Ve thus show 
that  soln(~Sl) C soln(IS'~). If S '  _~ S then for every e' ~ S~.~e c S s.t. c' ~ ~. 
Thus, there exists a function f :  S' -~ S such that Vc' ~ S'.e' ~ f(e').  Then, we 
have that  
s°ln([S' l )  = N s°ln(Ie'~) E_) [") soln i[](e')l) (by Lemma 5.2) 
~;cs' ,,',Gs' 
e, ESNf (S ' )  eE,S" 
Definitwn 5.4. An abstract  subst i tut ion is a set of the form {Xl ~-~ t l , . .  •, :r,, ,-. 
t,~} where, fox' each i = 1 , . . .  ,',t, xi is a dist inct variable in V not o(curr ing in 
any of the terms t l , . . . ,  tn and ti c T(E U V u {L}). We define the following 
preorder on (abstract)  subst itut ions:  let O, ~; c 5'ub ±, ~ ~ 0 iff [0~ ~ [r~ 1. 
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Let us introduce the abstract domain which we will use in our analysis. 
Definition 5.5. (Upward). Let (X, _<) be a poset and let T C X. Define upw(Y) = 
{x E X lgy ~ Y.y <_ x}. 
We can now define the term, equation, and substitution descriptions. It is easy to 
verify that the concretization function associated with each description is mono- 
tonic. 
Definition 5.6. LetT  : (~-(E U V),_<) andT  ± = (T(E U VU{±}),_~). The term 
description is (T ±, % T) where 7: T± ~ pT  is defined by: ~/(t') = {t E 7- I t E 
Definition 5.7. Let Eqn be the set of finite sets of equations over T(E U V) and 
Eqn ± be the set of finite sets of equations over T(E U V U {±}). The equation 
description is ((Eqn ±, ~), % (Eqn, <)}, where 0/: Eqn -L --~ p Eqn is defined by: 
7(9') = {g E Eqn It E upw({9'}) and g is unquantified}. 
Definition 5.8. Let Sub be the set of substitutions over ~-(E U V) and Sub ± be the 
set of abstract substitutions over T(E U V U {±}). The substitution description 
is ((Sub ±, ~_), 7, (Sub, <)), where 3' : Sub ± --* fJ Sub is defined by: 7(n) = {0 E 
S blO e 
The behavior of the symbol ± from a programming viewpoint resembles that 
of an "anonymous" variable in Prolog. From a logical viewpoint, ± stands for an 
existentially quantified variable [39, 40]. Thus, the unification algorithm has to be 
modified accordingly. We define the abstract most general unifier for an equation 
set E t E Eqn ± as follows. First, replace all occurrences of ± in E '  by distinct 
fresh existentially quantified variables. Then, take a solved form of the resulting 
quantified equation set, and finally, replace the existentially quantified variables 
again by ±. Formally: 
Definition 5.9. (Abstract most general unifier, rnguA). Let ~Yl-..yn-E : solve 
(~E'~) and ~ = {Yl ~-~ ±, - . . ,  Yn ~-~/}. Then mguA(E') = E~ 
Example 5.10. Let E = {f(g(±) ,h(z ,z) )  = f(x ,h(x,g(a)) ) ,y  = g(±)}. Then 
mguA(E) : {x ~-~ g(a), y H g(±), z H g(a)}. 
The following proposition shows in what sense the abstract mgu is the "most 
general" unifier. 
Proposition 5.11. VO E unif( IEl).mgu~t(E ) ~ O. 
PROOF. By Definition 5.9, ~mguA(E)~ *:~ solve(~E~); hence, unif([rnguA(E)~) =
unif(solve(~E~)) = unif([E~). Let 0 e unif(~mgu.a(E)~); then 0 ~ ~mguA (E)~, 
i.e., mguA(E) ~ O. Therefore, V0 E unif(~mguA(E)~).mgua(E) ~ O. [] 
Lemma 5.12. Let g, gt be (unquantified) finite sets of equations over ~-(E U V) and 
~-(E U V O {±}), respectively. If g ~ ~g'l, then there exists mguA(g') where 
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PROOF. We have to prove that 'rngu(g) ~ [rn.qu~4(.q')l. Since 9 ~ ~.q'~, then 
The following corollary expresses the "safety" of the abstract mgu. 
CoTvllary 5.13. Let g,g' be (unquantified) finite sets of equations over ~-(E U V) 
and T(E U V U {±}), respectively. If  g~ ~x g and th.ere exists mgu(.q) = or, then 
there exists mguA(g ~) = ~A where cr A ~x a. 
PROOF. Immediate from Proposition 5.3 and Lemma 5.12. [] 
The graph G~ of functional dependencies i constructed to perform a simple 
loop check over the function symbols involved in the term rewriting system 7~ as 
formalized by the following definition. 
Definition 5.1~. (Graph of Functional Dependencies). Let (C U 5 ,  7~) be a term 
rewriting system. The following transformation defines the directed graph (]n of 
functional dependencies induced by ~.  To build ~7~, the algorithm starts with 
(~, 0) and applies the inference rule as long as the terminal configuration (0), gr~} 
has not been reached. The symbol U stands for set union. 
r = ( f ( t l , . . . , tn )  -* p ~ C) ~ 7~ 
- dep  
(7~,G~) H (7~ ~ { , '} ,~ U/ f  --* h I'u ~ O(p) A p[u] = h C 2}  
U { /~h l~ d C A u c (O(e) ~ {a})Ac[u] = It ~ 7-}} 
Roughly speaking, for each rule ( f ( t l , . . . , t ,~)  ~ p ~ C) in 7~ and for each 
dep • 
function symbol h occurring in p o1" C, we add an arc f -~ h. to G~. Note that we 
do not need to consider variable occurrences of terms since we are only concerned 
with basic derivations. The termination of the calculus is ensured since the nmnber 
of reduction rules in 7~ is finite and a rule is dropped at each step. Clearly, if there 
is an infinite basic narrowing derivation for a given goal, then there is a cycle in the 
graph of functional dependencies. This graph can be useful to prove the ternfination 
of basic narrowing derivations for simple cases as stated by the following: 
P~oposition 5.15. Let 7~ be a term rewriting system, GT~ be tile corresponding 
graph of functional dependencies, and g0 be an equational goal. Let ~D be the 
set of defined function symbols occurring in g0- If the paths in ~7~ starting fl'om 
each f ~ ~D contain no cycles, then any basic narrowing derivation issuing from 
g0 terminates. 
PROOF. The proof is based on a well-founded complexity measure on goals which 
is decreased by narrowing steps. For f c ~D, let re(f)  denote the maximal ength 
of the paths in GT~ starting from the vertex f ,  or zero if f is an irreducible function 
symbol. Since the paths starting from each f c l) have no loop and the number 
of (distinct) defined function symbols is finite, rn(f) is finite for all f 5 l). Let 
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us consider a basic derivation (g0, 00)-~z . . . .  n (gp, Op)... issuing from 9o,P > O. 
We associate with each goal g~ in the derivation a set ~ i  = {(e,u,n) le ~ 9~,u E 
O(e), n = m(e[u])}, i > 0. We define the complexity A4~ of the goal g~ as the finite 
multiset of natural numbers consisting of the third components of the triples in the 
set 7t~. 
Let us define a well-founded total ordering <m~Z over multiset complexities by 
extending the well-founded ordering < on N to the set M(N) of finite multisets 
over N. The set M(N) is well-founded under the ordering <m~z since N is well- 
founded under < [19,37]. Let 34, A4' be multiset complexities. A4 <,~z Ad' 
~X c_ 34, X '  C_ 34' such that 34 = (3,t' ~ X' )  U X and Vn E X 3n' E X ' .n  < n'. 
From the definition of basic conditional narrowing, at each derivation step (gi, 0i} 
-~7~ (gi+1, 0~+1), the selected occurrence ither comes from the nonvariable occur- 
rences of the equations in 9o or it comes from the right-hand side or from the 
condition of a rewrite rule used in a previous step. Let e and u denote, respec- 
tively, the selected equation and occurrence in 9~. By construction of Gn, for all 
i , i  > O,V@',u',n')  C (~~i+1 " - '  7-~i).n' < m(e[u]). Hence, by the definition of the 
ordering <m,,Z, it is immediate that for all i i >_ O, 34i+1 <m~Z 34i. From the defi- 
nition of conditional basic narrowing, if there is a ~ > 0 such that every element in 
A4~ is O, then no more narrowing steps are possible. Thus, by the well-foundedness 
of the nmltiset ordering <m~z over M(N), only finite decreasing chains are possible, 
and the narrowing derivation terminates. [] 
The following definition represents the core of our algorithm. A term rewriting 
system is abstracted by simplifying the right-hand side and the body of each rule. 
This definition is given inductively on the structure of terms and equations. Irre- 
ducible symbols are kept, while some of the terms whose main function is a defined 
symbol are drastically simplified by replacing them by L. Note that we do not per- 
form this approximation when, for the function symbol f which we consider, there 
is no cycle in G7~. In this case, we can be more accurate and retain the subterm 
originating in f.  
Definition 5.16. Abstract Term Rewriting System). Let (C W 5 c, ~)  be a TRS. 
Let Gn be the corresponding raph of functional dependencies. We define the 
abstraction of 7~ as follows: 
~± = {;~ --~ sh(p) ~ sh(C)[(;~ -~ p ~ C) • 7~}, where the shell sh(s) of an 
expression s is defined inductively 
c(sh( t l ) , . . . ,  sh(t,~)) 
f ( sh( tO , . . . , sh ( tk ) )  
sh(s )  = 
sh( l )  = sh( r )  
~h(~l) . . . .  , sh(~) 
i f s=xEV 
i fs = c( t l , . . . , tm) ,C  E C 
if s = f ( t l  . . . .  , tk), f E 5Canal there is 
no cycle in G7~ starting from f 
if s --- (l = r) 
i fs = e l , . . .  ,en 
otherwise 
Note that a corresponding concretization function for abstract erm rewriting 
systems can be easily defined [6]. 
Example 5.17. Let us consider the following level-canonical TRS 7~ and its ab- 
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F IGURE 1 Graph of functional dependencies. 
.g  
straction T~ ±. We depict in Figure 1 the dependency graph built from 7~. There is 
a cycle: f ~ f a~p.., in the graph. 
74 - { r l )h (X)  --+ f(X).  TQ4 = {r lA )h(X)  ~ f (X)  
r2) f(O) + O. r2A) f(O) ~ O. 
,'3) f(c(X)) -+ c ( f (X ) )  r3A) f ( c (X) )  + ('(±) 
9(x)  = x .  ~ g(x )  = x .  
r4)g(c(x)) ---+ c(X).} r4A)g(c(X)) --~ c(X).} 
In [6], we propose a generic technique of loop detection and a notion of abstract 
term rewriting system which is parametric w.r.t, a loop check. We also instantiate 
our construction with another, more accurate loop check. 
In the following, we formalize the idea that abstract narrowing reduction ap- 
proximates (basic) narrowing reduction with abstract states, abstract unification, 
and abstract erm rewriting systems replacing concrete states, unification, and term 
rewriting systems. 
Definition 5.18. Let 74± be an abstract TRS, and State ± the abstract state do- 
main induced by the equation description Eqn ± and the substitution description 
Sub ±. We define abstract (basic) narrowing as a transition system (State ±, A~r~ , ) 
.4 whose transition relation "~Te L C State ± x State ± is defined as follows. 
Let t, t ~ ~ State ±. There is an abstract (basic) narrowing reduction fi'om t to t z. 
and we write t ~re~ t', iff: 
1) 3(k --+ p ~ C) << T4 ± such that t = (g,h:) and t' = (9',n'} where g' = (:t 
{~;}) u {efpJ~} u c, ~ c g , .  ~ o(~), ~I~, ~ ±, ~ ~g~A({(~l,~)~ = a}) and 
/~t = /~(7; o r ,  
2) t (9, n>, a = mguA(9 n) and t '=  (true, n~); or, 
3) t = t'. 
We note that Rule (3) in Definition 5.18 is only necessary because in Definition 
4.1, we require that every concrete transition is approximated by an abstract ran- 
sition. Since in our construction the abstract calculus in general contains fewer 
redexes than the concrete one, we have to add this generic rule. 
We give an example that illustrates the definitions above. 
Example 5.19. Let us consider the following level-canonical TRS 74 and its ab- 
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({ h(t(Z))=s(o)},0 
({h(c(o))=s(o)},lZ/O}) ({h(c(l(X)))=~(o)},lZ/c(X)}) 
({o=s(o)},{Z/O}) ({h(c(c(O)))=s(O)},lZlc(O),X/O}) .. .  
× × 
F IGURE 2 Basic narrowing. 
({x=,(o),g(x)=x},{ZlX}) 
I 
({ x=s(o),o=x },{ Z lO,X /O}) 
I 
× 
a(:(o))=,(1)},{z/o}) 
~ o=~(o)} ,{Z lO})  
L 
X 
O o=s(o)},{Zlc(X)}) I 
× 
({x=s(°),i(x)=x},{ZlX 0 
({ x=s(Ol,O=X},l ZlO,X lO 0 
I 
× 
F IGURE 3 Abstract basic narrowing. 
straction 7~ ±. 
>:{  
rl) h(O) -~  s(O). rlA) h(O) -~ s(O). 
~2) h(~(0)) ~ 0. ~2A) h(~(0)) ~ 0. 
~3) h( f (X) )  ~ X ra~) h( f (X) )  -~ X 
g(X) = X. ~ g(X) = X. 
r4) f(0) ~ c(0). r4A) f(O) -~ c(O). 
r5) f (~(x) )  ~ ~( f (x ) ) .  ~5~)/ (~(x) )  -~ ~(±) 
r6) g(O) ~ 0.} r6A) g(O) --+ 0.} 
There is an abstract narrowing reduction that approximates each basic nar- 
rowing reduction from a given goal. The correspondence is most clearly seen in a 
diagram. Figures 2 and 3 depict the search tree of basic narrowing and abstract ba- 
sic narrowing for the (unsatisfiable) quation h(f (Z))  = s(0). Let us note that the 
unsatisfiability of the equation cannot be determined either using methods based 
on loop-checking [15, 47], unification rules [14, 25], operator joinability [22], eager 
normalization [2, 22], or by abstract rewriting [11]. 
The following proposition shows that our analysis terminates. 
Proposition 5.20. (Termination of the analysis). Let ~ be a TRS. The abstract 
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transit ion system for ~74±, state s, and State ~ has a finite number  of nodes. 
PROOF. Let ~D be the following abstract narrowing derivation for 7Z ± and state .s 
(i.e., a path start ing from the source of the graph): s = (g/~, 0D)~7~ (.q~ 0~).4 
,4 .4 • -~n~ (g{~,0'~) . . . ,  n > 0. We have to prove that  the number of (dif- • . -- ,~ - ]~ ± 
ferent) states in the derivation is finite. We can assume that  each transit ion 
(g},O})~nc (9}+t,0}+1} ,0 _< j < n has been proven by applying I/ule (l) of 
Definition 5.18, as this suffices to prove the claim. In fact, Rule (3) does not lead to 
any different state, and Rule (2) leads to states of the form (true, n) which cannot 
be further reduced. 
Let us assume, by contradiction, that  the derivation ~9 above does not terminate.  
We associate which each abstract state (g{, 0{) in ~D a state (g~, 0i} where ' ' 
= ~Yl "  ~yb{g~,O~}, 0 < i < n. Define Ir~ = r' ,  where the n-tuple of occurreaces 
of • in r is replaced by an n-tuple of distinct fresh variables in r ~. We define the 
term rewrit ing system ~ T = {~rA~lrA • 7~A}. By construction of 7', it is clear that  
the graph GT of functional dependencies does not contain any cycle. W~e (:an easily 
prove that  the sequence s = (g0, 00} -~7a (g~, 0i) ~ . . . .  7~ (g~, 0~) ~-~. . . ,  'r~ > 0 is 
a basic narrowing derivation for TRS 7' and state s. Hence, by Proposit ion [,.15, 
this derivation terminates,which yields the required contradiction. [] 
Ill equational ogic programming,  different strategies to detect equational un- 
satisfiabil ity have been previously proposed• The distinction between defined and 
irreducible function symbols has been proven to be extremely useful for recognizing 
failures. The analyses in [14, 23 25, 35] basically exploit the idea that  two terms 
whose outermost  funetors are different irreducible symbols cannot be unified. Ill [2, 
30], an addit ional term rewriting rule is used to strengthen the analysis and further 
simplify the equations. The notion of operator joinability in [22] provides the basis 
for another method to detect the unsolvabil ity of an equation set. In the follow- 
ing, we formalize these standard methods following the approach of abstracving 
transit ion systems. 
5.2. Non~znifiability Analysis 
This method essentially relies on the application of two of the rules of the standard 
unification algorithm [9] which get restricted to deal only with irreducible symbols; 
namely, two terms which are headed by different irreducible symbols cannot be 
unified (failure rule) and, when headed by the same irreducible function symbol 
they are equal if, and only if, their respective arguments are equal (decomposition 
rule) [2, 14, 30, 32]. These rules can be built in within the (equational) unification 
algorithm, automatical ly  generated, and added to the equational theory [35], or 
handled as "eager" reduction rules as described in [21, 25]. In the following, we show 
that this method can be formalized in our framework, and that  the corresponding 
analysis is less precise than the one which we have defined in Section 5.1. 
We need not establish here any different domain of descriptions, since this anal- 
ysis can be carried out in the same way described by Definition 5.18, except for a 
different approximat ion to the TRS T~. W~ are ~ this new abstract ion of ~'. as 
1We note  that  the  rules (,k -* (~ ~ C) C- I do not  sat is fy  the  cond i t ion  of nonext ra -var iab les  
on the  r ight -hand s ide of the  rules, i.e., Var(p) ~ Var(A). 
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x × 
~ s (y (Y ) )=c(Y) I ,e )  
I 
~ s(x)=c( Y)},~) 
× 
F IGURE 4 Abstract (basic) narrowing analysis vs. nonunifiability analysis. 
formalized in the following definition, and denote by ~T~,, the resulting reduction 
relation, which we call unifiability reduction. 
Definition 5.21. (Abstract Term Rewriting System). Let (E ,~)  be a TRS. We 
define the abstraction T~ ~ of g as follows: 2 
n~,={f (±, . . . ,±)2  +2 I ( f ( t l , . . . , t~)~p~C)e7~}.  
The following example illustrates how the nonunifiability analysis works. 
Example 5.22. Consider the TRS T~ from Example 5.19 with initial state s = 
({s(f(Y)) = c(Y)},e}. In Figure 4, the abstract ransition graph on the right 
describes the nonunifiability analysis for 7~ ~L = {h(±) -~ ±, f (±)  --* ±, g(±) --*i} 
and (initial state) s. The left graph represents the corresponding abstract (basic) 
narrowing analysis of ours. Both analyses how the unsatisfiability of the equation 
since none of the graphs contains any leaves of the form {true, n). 
Proposition 5.23. (Termination of the analysis). Let 7~ be a TRS. The abstract 
transition system for An,,, state s, and State ± has a finite number of nodes. 
PROOF.  Immediate, since the number of function symbols in s finite and (at least) 
one function symbol is dropped at each derivation set. [] 
We present now an alternative characterization of the nonunifiability analysis. 
Let us define the function I], a slight variant of the function shell in Definition 5.16, 
which assigns to any expression (term, equation, or equation set) an approximation 
of it (in the sense of Definition 5.7) which is obtained by inductively replacing by 
± any term whose outermost functor is not an irreducible symbol, i.e., 
x 
c( I t l l , . . . , I tml)  
I s l=  IZl=lrl 
~ lt . . . .  ,lenl 
i f s=xEV 
if s = c(tt,. . . ,t,~),c E C 
if s = (l = r) 
i f  S = C l~ . . . ,e  n 
otherwise 
2We assume that  f has  the  same ar i ty  as the  abst racted  funct ion  symbol .  
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For nonunifiability analyses, it is immediate to see that, for any program ?g 
with initial state (g, e), the associated transition graph has a single leaf, which is 
either (true, e) or contains a nonunifiable set of equations which coincides with Ig]. 
Redundancy in the graph is avoided by collapsing all nodes, except fin" (tr,zc, e}, 
in the source of the graph. This is easily obtained bv taking Ig[ as the source of 
the graph. Tile correctness of this method, as stated by the following theorem, is 
straightforward. 
Th, eorem 5.2~. Let g be a level-canonical Horn equational theo.r~l. If the abstract 
tr~m.sition system ]br ~,  ,~tate ([.ql,e} and State ± is finitel?¢ fidled, tt~er~ ! ~.s 
unsatisfiablc in E. 
The following analysis is based on the idea that more precision may be achieved 
by first reducing unificands up to their irreducible ibrm: and then applying the 
no'nwnifiability analysis to the resulting expression [2, 22]. 
5.3. Eager" Normalization Analysis 
Definition 5.25. Let 7~ be a TRS. Eager normalization reduction is a relation ~'7e ~ 
State ± x b'tate ±, defined as follows. 
Let t, t' ~ State ±. t A~7~ t' iff: 
l) ~(a --+ p ¢ c )  << n such that  t = (g, ~) ~,nd t '  = (g', ~:') where .,/ :-= (0 
{e})  u {~-[ph} u c ,  ~ ~ g, ~, ~ o(~,), (c l~)~ - a~ and ~,' -- ~ :  o,. 
3) t = (g, ~c}, t' = (Ig~l, ~} m,d rules (1) and (2) do not apply to ~: o,. 
4) t = t'. 
Some example analyses based on eager normalization are now given. 
Ezample 5.26. Consider again the TRS ~ from Example 5.19. Applying the ea- 
ger normalization analysis for 7~ with the initial states {{f(c(Y)) = c(0)}, e} and 
({h(f(0)) s(0)},e), respectiw,ly, results in the graphs which are depicted in Fig- 
ure 5. For the sake of simplicity, the number of the rule which proves each transi- 
tion labels the corresponding edge. The analysis on the right proves the equation 
h(f(O)) - s(O) to be unsatisfiable. The analysis on the left does not detect the 
unsatisfiability of f (c(Y))  = c(0). We note that tile nonunifiability analysis would 
not recognize the unsatisfiability of both equations. 
It is immediate to see that the eager normalization analysis is strictly more 
powerful than the nonunifiability analysis in the sense that it is able to recognize any 
failure that the latter does. Of course, either detection of failures may be possible 
by testing the nodes of the graph for nonunifiability before carrying on with the 
normalization, as in [30]. Efficiency can also be gained by making "deterministic" 
rewriting (leading to no branching in the search tree) instead of "nondeterministic" 
rewriting (leading to branching in the search tree), as in [2]. We note that TRS's 
are required to be decreasing [20, 42] since this is essential to ensure the termination 
of the analysis. 
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(4)(" ({1(¢(Y))=c(o)},~) 
](1) 
(4) ('({~(/(x)i=~(o)},{Xl r}) 
[(31 
(4)F (~(J.)=~(o)},{x/r}) 
[ (2) 
(~,4) 0 rue'~) 
(4) O~. .~ (i)({h(Z(°))=~(°)}'d 
(4)(" (4) 
I(11 I(11 
(3,4/(" (}o=,(o1},~) ((x=~(o),o=x},tXlO~)'~ (a,41 
X X 
F IGURE 5 Eager normalization analyses. 
Also note that the abstract (basic) narrowing and the eager normalization anal- 
yses are not comparable in the sense that they do not subsume one another. It 
would be worth investigating how to integrate the abstract basic narrowing analy- 
sis and the eager normalization analysis (i.e., how to approximate normalizing basic 
narrowing [30, 44, 46]) in order to define more accurate analyses. 
Example 5.27. Consider the level-canonical TRS T~ = {g(X) --~ O,g(s(X)) 
g(X)} with initial state s = ({g(Y) = 1}, ~). The unsatisfiability of the equation 
g(Y) = 1 in s is detected by eager normalization while abstract (basic) narrowing 
does not detect it. 
Proposition 5.28. (Termination of the analysis). Let 7~ be a decreasing TRS. The 
.4 
abstract transition system for --4~, state s, and State ± has a finite number 
of nodes. 
PROOF. Immediate from the fact that, for decreasing conditional rewriting systems 
with finite number of rules, the rewriting relation and the set of normal forms are 
recursive [19, 37, 42]. [] 
Let us now formalize the analysis of unsatisfiability in [22] in the framework 
presented in this paper. 
5.4. Nonjoinability Analysis 
In the following, we extend the analysis of unsatisfiability in [22] to handle condi- 
tional TRS as well. Let 7~ be a TRS and f ( t )  = g(~) be one of the equations to 
be tested for unsatisfiability. The test in [22] can be thought of as the detection 
of the fact that the outermost function symbols f and g in the equation are not 
joinable using the reduction rules of an abstract erm rewriting system 7~ T that we 
describe in the following. The description of terms in this analysis are extremely 
simple, just function symbols. Let top(t) denote the outermost function symbol of 
the term t if t ~ V, t otherwise. By abuse, if C is a set of equations, top(C) is the 
set of equations {top(t) = top(s) l (t = s) E C}. 
Definition 5.29. Let 2/- = (~-(E U V), <) and q-T = (E, <_). The term description 
is {T T, % T} where ~f : T T --~ pT is defined by: •(f) = {t E T I top(t) = f}. 
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Definition 5.30. Let Eqn be the set of (unquantified) finite sets of equations over 
( r (E  U V), _<), and Eqn T be the set of (unquantified) finite sets of equations 
over E. The equation description is ((Eqn T, E_), 7, (Eqn, E_)}, where 7 : Eq~ T 
pEqn is defined by: "7(g') = {g C Eqn I top(.u) > f} .  
In the above definition, 7(g') = true ~ g' ~ trite. Also note that, whenever the 
alphabet E is finite, then so is Eqn T. 
Definition 5.31. Let Sub T = {e}. The substitution description is {(Sub T, ~;), h, 
(Sub, <)>, where 7:  S'abT - -  {Sub} is defined I)y: ~,(e) -- Sub. 
Definition 5.32. (Abstract Term Rewriting System). Let (E,7~) be a TRS. "~% 
define the abstraction 7~ T of 7~ as follows: 7~ T {rA IrA ~ abs(r) A r ~ 7~}, 
where  
rAEabs( r )¢~ r=( f ( t , )~p~C)A 
~op(t,) ~ .I ~ 
r w = (f  + top(p) <= top(C)) A 
r A = rT(T A 
{T l , . . . , ; t ; r ,  } = V(Fr(r T) A 
f l , . . . , . f ,~ c EA  
(top(p) ~ V ~ top(p)rr ~ f).  
Example 5.33. Consider the TRS ~¢ = {g( f (x ) )  ~ x ~ g(X) = X, f (X )  = Z, 
9(0) = Z.}. Then the abstraction 7¢ T of g is the set of rules 
7¢ T={g- - *0~.q  0, f 0. 
g -+ 0 ~ g = 0, f 9,  g = g. 
9-+O~.q=O, f  - f ,g  f. 
9-- '  f ~r . J -  f , f  =O,9 =0. 
9 ~ f ~ .q = .f, .f U, .q g. 
g~f~.q=f , f  = f}. 
In we following, the define joinability in terms of an appropriate abstract reduc- 
tion relation for abstract TRS 7~ T.  
Definition 5.34. Let -/~T be an abstract TRS, ~md State T be the abstract state 
dolnain induced from the equation description Eqn T and the substitution de- 
A scription Sub T. .Joinability reduction is a relation ~,~ C State T × Sto, tc ~ 
defined as follows. 
Let t, t' ~ State T. t "ant t' (we also say that there is a joinability reduction from 
t to t') iff: 
1) 3(A ~ p ~ C) << ?g T such that t - (g, e} and t' - (9',e) where f/ (.q 
{~}) u {dP]~} u c ,  e ~ g, ~ ~ O(e)  and cl,, = X; or, 
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Of=g},e) 
X X X (true,e@ 
h~g,g=h },e) 
X 
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2) t = (9, e), g syntactically unifies and t' = (true, c); or, 
3) t = t'. 
Example 5.35. Consider the level-canonical TRS ~ = {h(9(Y) )  --+ h(Y) ,  f(O) -+ 
O, f ( c (X) )  -~ X ~ g(X)  = X} and the equation f (Z )  = h(W) .  The graph at 
the top of Figure 6 describes the analysis for 7~ T - { f  --+ 0, f -+ 0 ~ g = 0, f --~ 
c ~ g = e , f  --+ 9 ~ g = g , f  --~ h ~ g = h} with initial state ({f  = h},e), 
where f = h approximates f (Z )  = h(W) .  The analysis shows that the equation is 
unsatisfiable. Consider now the equation f(0) = 9(0). The graph at the bot tom of 
Figure 6 describes the analysis for T~ T with initial state ({f  = g}, e), where f = 9 
approximates f(0) = 9(0). The analysis does not detect the unsatisfiability. 
It is important o note that the abstract TRS 7~ T may not be terminating even 
if the concrete TRS is. In fact, it is easy to note that Rule (1) from Definition 5.34 
can be applied infinitely many times when reducing at set of equations. However, 
since Eqn T is finite, then the number of possibly different states in the abstract 
derivation is also finite. In order to cut loops when exploring the nodes of a join- 
ability transition graph, it is sensible to use some simple loop-checking technique 
which takes into account (a part of) the history of the computat ion of the graph to 
compare states in the abstract derivations. If two states in a derivation are detected 
to be equivalent, the derivation can be safely pruned. 
Proposition 5.36. (Termination of the analysis). Let 7~ be a TRS. The abstract 
A transition system for ~ , ,  abstract state s, and State T has a finite number 
of nodes. 
PROOF. Immediate from the fact that Eqn T is finite, and hence State T is also 
finite. [] 
The following example demonstrates the fact that  the analysis of nonjoinability 
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is able to recognize unsatisfiability of equations in cases where the other methods 
do not and vice versa. 
Example 5.37. Consider the TRS 7~ from Example 5.35. The unsatisfiability of 
the equation f (Z)  = h(W) is not recognized by applying either the abstract (basic) 
narrvwing analysis or the eager normalization analysis. Instead, the analysis of 
nonjoinability does detect the unsatisfiability of the equation. On the other hand, 
the unsatisfiability of the equation c(c(Z)) = c(9(W)), which is not decided by the 
analysis of nonjoinability, can be recognized by simply applying the z~,onunifiabil- 
its! analysis. The unsatisfiability of the equation f(0) - 9(0) is not detected by 
~7onjoin, ability, but it is decided by eager" 'r~or-rr~aIization.. 
All of these three methods are thus complementary since they do not subsume 
one another. Some enhanced test may be developed by properly combining them. 
This can prove useful to strengthen the construction of the dependency graph of 
om's to achieve more accurate approximations. There is therefore nmch room fbr 
gaining precision when analyzing the unsatisfiability of a set of equations. The 
following example, which is mainly borrowed from [22], outlines this fact. 
£x'ample 5.38. Consider the level-canonical TRS 7~ = {f(0) -+ d(0),a(d(X)) -~ 
b(X,X),b(d(O),Y) - .  b (O, f (Y) ) ,b ( f (X) ,Y )  ~ b(X, f (Y))} and the equa@,n 
a(f(1))  = b(V, 0). Narrowing produces infinitely many nonsubsuming equations 
when considering b(V, E), which prevents the use of any loop-checking strategy we 
are acquainted with to prune the tree. The unsatisfiability of this equation cannot 
be determined either using any of the atmlyses developed before. Some enhanced 
analysis could detect the fact that the only way for a term headed by a to .loin a 
term headed by b is for the argument of the former to reach the form d(X), whereas 
the resulting equation f(1) = d(X) may easily be proven unsatisfiable using the 
approximated narrowing of ours. 
6. CORRECTNESS OF THE ANALYSES 
In the following, we prove the correctness of the analyses which we have ibrmalized 
so far. Our method allows to prove the theorems in a simple way, by making use 
of Theorem 4.6, proving a simple lemma which depends on the specific analysis. 
In order to prove Lemma 6.3, we need to prove some useful technical properties 
first. Let us denote by (NAN / O(NU / 'XE.&r / ~NJ  the approximation relation 
defined in the previous ection over the states of the Abstract Narrowing/Nonunifia- 
bil ity/Eager Normalization/Nonjoinability analysis, respectively. 
Lcm.ma 6.1. Let 9, g' be (unquantified) finite sets of eq~mtions ove~" r (E  U V) and 
r (~ U V U {±}), respectively. L¢:t O, ~r ~ Sub (rod 0', c~ c Sub ±, where Do,~,(O) ~ 
Dom.(c~) = 0 and Dom(O')ADom(~r') = O. IfO' ~AN O, or' OCAN or, 9' ~4.~ 9, then 
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PROOF. 
1. We have to prove that  0o ~ I0~o~. Since 0 / (NAN 0 and 0 ~ (NAN 0, then 
0 ~ IO'l and o ~ I0'1. Hence, 0o ~=~ 0Ao (since Dom(O) NDom(o)  = ~) 
A I0'ol (since Uo n(0') n Dom(o') = 0). 
2. By Lemma 5.12, it suffices to show that  9 A 0 ~ ~g ~ A 0~1. Since 9 ~ (N g and 
0' (N 0, then 9 ~ ~.q'l and 0 ~ ~0'~. Thus, g A 0 ~ ~g'~ A ~0'~ ¢=~ ~g' A 0' 1. [] 
Lemma 6.2. Let s = (g, 0), s' = (g', 0') and s' (N s (where (N=(NAN / OCNU / OXEN 
/ 
Assume that s -~ t (by a narrowing step) where u E O(e) is the occurrence 
in e E 9 selected for this reduction. I f  f l e  ~ e g ~ such that e t oc e and u c -O(e~), 
then s' (N t (where (N = OCAN / O~Nd / (NEN / OCNj). 
PROOF. Assume that  s -~at  where t = ((g ~ {e}) U (e[p]~} U C, 0o) = (gt, Or), 
e e 9, e O(e) ,  (,X ---, C )  << "P,., o = = ,X}). 
We have to prove that  g' (N 9t and 0' (N Ot. 
• Abst rac t  Bas ic  Nar rowing  Analys is :  
(g ~ (N gt) There are two cases. E i ther there does not exist e' E g' such that  e' (N e 
or there exists one such e'. Let us consider the former case first. 
Assume that  f ie '  E g' such that  e' (N e and u c O(e). Then 9' (N (g " 
{e}) and, since (9 ~ {e}) C_ (g ~ {e}) U {e[p]u} U C, then by Definit ion 
5,7, gl (N 9t" 
Let us consider the second case now. Thus, assume that  ~e ~ E g ~ such 
that  e' (N e. Then u ¢ O(e')  and u ~ O(e). Since u ¢ O(e') ,  then by 
Lemma 5.1 (e'}~,) =-±, where u' < u. Hence, e[p]~ E upw({e'})  and 
gt = ((g ~ {e}) U {e[p]~} U C) E upw({g'}),  that  is, g' (N 9t. 
(0' (N Or) Since 0' (N 0, then 0 ~ ~0'~. Moreover, 0 A o = 0a since Dora(O) C~ 
Dora(o) = O. Thus, 00 ~ [0'1, i.e., 0' (N Or. 
The cases of Eager Normalization and Nonunifiability are completely similar 
since the descript ions of terms, equations, and subst i tut ions are the same. 
• Non jo inab i l i ty  Analys is :  Note that  if u ¢ O(e') ,  then u # {h, 1, 2}. 
(g' (N gt) Since 9' (N g ~ 9 E 3'(g') and "Y(9') = {9 E Eqnl top(g)  D g'}, then 
g' (N ((9 ~ {e}) U {e[p]~} O C) = gt, since top(e) = top(elFin) and 
top(gt) D_ top(g) D_ 9'. 
(0' (N Or) 0' = e. Hence, O' (N 0o = Or. [] 
The following lemma essential ly states that  abstract  (basic) narrowing reduct ion 
approx imates (basic) narrowing reduction. 
Lemma 6.3. Let S' (N S (where (N:(NAN / (NNU / (NEN / (NNJ). If there is a (basic) 
narrowin 9 reduction from s to t, then there is an abstract  narrowing reduction 
from s' to some t' such that t' (N t (where (N=(NAlV / (NlVU / (NEN / (NNJ). 
PROOF. We only prove the case of (NAN, since all the other cases are tr ivial.  Let 
us assume s = (g,0) and s' = (g~,n). Since s ~ (N s, then g~ (N g and n (N 0. There 
are two cases to consider. 
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1. Assume that  the BCN unification rule has been applied. Then t = (trite, 0or), 
where cr = mgu(gO). S inceg '  o( 9 and n o( 0, theng  ~ [g'l and 0 ~ I~l. 
Thus, .q A 0 ~ ~g' A ~1. Hence, if there exists mgu(g A 0), then there exists 
m.quA(g' A t~) and ~t~ omguA(g't~)~ ¢::> [mguA(9' A n)~, where mguA(.q' A t~) x 
mgu(g A 0) (by Lemma 6.1(2)) ¢> 0 o mgu(.qO) - Oc,. 
2. Assume that the BCN narrowing rule has been applied. Then t - ((g 
{~}) U {e[p]~} U C,O~}, where e c g ,a  c O(e) , ( l  --~ p ~ C) < g and 
cz - rngu({(el~,)O = k}). We consider two cases. 
(a) Assume that there exists e' ~ 9', c' ,x c. and u ~ O(e').  Thus, it is imme- 
diate that (e'l~) c~ (el,,). By Lemma 6.1(2), there exists mguA({(e'l,,} :- 
a a : a a 0}) 0 = a}) = 0 . .  Let 
[mguA({(e' l~)n I /\ ec})] ¢,  In A cTAl ~ [~:~A] (since Do,n(~c) Iq 
Dom(c~A) = ~), i.e., ~oA o( 0v. By case (1) of Definition 5.18, t' - ((g' 
{e'}) U {e'[sh(p)]~, } U sh(C), ~crA). From Definition 5.16 a, it is immediate 
that sh(p) c~ p and sh(C) ~ C. Hence, t' ~ t. 
(b) If there does not exist c' ,~ g' such that e' ,x e and u C O(e'),  then 
the lemma follows immediately from Lemma 6.2 and the rule t~w t of 
abstract basic narrowing 
As a corollary of Lemma 6.3 and of Theorem 4.6, we obtain the correctness of all 
the analyses we have defined so far. 
Corvllary 6.~. (Correctness of the analyses). Let g be a level-cononical Horn 
equational theory and g an equation set. If the abstract ransition system for 
A A A A A 
~:r  = "~7~± ('~n,,/---*n/~nr) and initial state (g ~, e) (where g' .v( g) is finitely 
failed, then g is unsatisfiable in g. 
7. INCREMENTAL EQUATIONAL ANALYZER 
In this section, we describe an incremental algorithm for analyzing the unsatisfia- 
bility of sets of equations. In this context, incrementality [3, 28] means that the 
problem resulting from adding a new set of equations (constraints) does not require 
the repetition of all the work already done. The kernel of this algorithm is a calcu- 
lus which is based on abstract narrowing reduction, as described in Section 5. The 
calculus explores with a depth-first strategy the nodes of the abstract transition 
system for the accumulated constraint which is incrementally built as long as new 
equations are added. Since the mm-lber of nodes to be visited is finite, a depth-first 
strategy is fair, i.e., every node of the abstract transition system will be eventu- 
ally visited. We show the incremental calculus for the case of the Abstract Basic 
Narrowing analysis. It is easy to modify it for the other example analyses. 
Definition 7.1. Approximated .&rarrvwing Calculus (aN'C). Let (E,7~ ±) be an 
aBy Definition 4.2, the (standardized apart) clause renaming which is chosen tot abstract 
reduction is irrelevant since we always get an element in the same equivalence class. We thus 
assume for the sake of simplicity that the clause remaining chosen for the abstract narrowing 
reduction is the same as in the (basic) narrowing reduction. 
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abstract TRS. An aAfC-state is a list of pairs (s, $), where s = {g, n} • State± 
and S is a set. The elements of the set are equivalence classes of the triples 
(e, u, r} w.r.t, renaming, where e is a E-equation, u is an occurrence of e, and 
r is (a variant of) a reduction rule in 7~ ±. 0 is a distinguished element of the 
sets. List constructors are denoted by [] and .. The aAfC transition relation is 
defined as follows: 
Unification rule: 
<> ~ S A ~ = -~guA(g~) 
(1) ({g,g},S) *L -%Nc (<true, gcr},O)* ({g,a) ,SU {{}}) . L  
Narrowing rule: 
e • g A u • O(e) A el,, ~± A{e, u, r) ¢ S A 
(2) r = (~ --, p ~ c)  << n ± A o- = .~guM{(e l~)~ = ) ,})  
(<g, l~), S)  • L ---+ aJ~C 
({(g ~ {e}) U {e[p]~} U C, ~cr}, O) * ({g, n}, $ U {{e, u, r)}) * n 
Removal rule: 
(3) (1) and (2) do not apply 
(s, S) • L ---+aN'C [¢ 
Roughly speaking, the abstract state in the left part of a pair (s, $) represents 
a node of the abstract ransition described in Section 5. The right part of the 
pair records the redexes of the equations in the abstract state which are reduced, 
together with the corresponding applied rule. 0 represents the fact that an abstract 
mgu of the equations in the state has been found. The list representing an execution 
state of the above approximated Harrowing Calculus is treated as a stack to emulate 
a depth-first strategy. The derivations can be represented as a finite tree. Leaves 
which have already been visited are simply removed. The calculus can be slightly 
improved if failed nodes are recognized and removed from the list. A failed node is 
any node (g, g} such that one equation e • g is not (abstractly) unifiable and no 
abstract narrowing step can be applied to any of the occurrences in e. Our analysis 
can only detect unsatisfiability if no leaf of the tree has the form (true, ~}. 
Definition 7.2. (Behavior of the aAfC Calculus). Define the (set valued) function 
Ha: L' • Ha(L) if L --~ a~fC ((true, n}, O) • L'. 
We note that the transition system in Definition 7.1 can be made deterministic 
by introducing a lexicographic ordering over the tuples (e, u, r) and always reducing 
the least tuple in the order. In this case, Afa(L) would be a singleton. 
We can now define an incremental Equational Analyzer (lEA): 
Definition 7.3. An iEA-state is a pair {c, L}, where c is a constraint and L is an 
aAfC-state. The empty lEA-state is {0, []}" 
Definition 7.4. 
c 
(lEA transition relation ¢-+iEA) 
L' e Afa(merge(L,'5)) 
{c, Li~--+~EAiC U ~d, n'} 
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where 
.~erg~([], ~ = [((~, e), 0)] 
.~erge([((g, ~>, S )], ~) = [((g U ~, ~), S ~ {()})] 
.~erge(  ( (9, ~), S ) • L, ~) = ( (~ U ~, ~), S ~ {(1}) " ~n~rge(L, ~) i f L /~  [1. 
Roughly speaking, the function merge( L, (-i ) in Definition 7.4 merges the list 
L which represents the execution state of the approximated Harrowi'ng Calculus 
when an analysis failed to detect the unsatisfiability of the constraint c, and the 
new constraint ~ building the list of nodes which are to be narrowed in order to 
analyze the unsatisfiability of the accumulated constraint c u ~. 
REMARK 7.5. The facts that every narrowable occurrence of c is, likewise, a nar- 
rowable occurrence of c U 7, and that the nodes which are recognized to be fi~iled 
can be dropped from the lists guarantee that the incremental visit of the search 
tree, as fornmlized in Definition 7.4, is complete. 
The following theorem is a consequence of Corollary 6.4. 
Theorem 7.6. (Correctness of lEA). Let c be a constraint and L be a list repre- 
senting the execution state of the calculus aAfC "when the (incremental) analysis 
of unsatisfiability fails to detect he unsatisfiability of c. Let ~ be a new constraint. 
If a transition (c, L )~iEA (C U C, L') cannot be proven, the, the constraint cU?: 
is unsatisfiable. 
PROOF.  By contradiction: Assume that the constraint c U ~ is satisfiable. From 
the definition of ~-~EA and the remark abow~', it suffices to show that a transition 
[((c u ~, e) 0)] --~* ({true, n), 0) * L" can be proven for the hypothesis of be ' a .N'C 
contradicted. By Corollary 6.4 and from the assmnption that c U ?7 is satisfiable, 
there is no finitely failed abstract ransition system for e U ~-. Therefore, any abstract 
transit ion system for this constraint has, at, least, a leaf of the form (true, ~). Since 
the strategy formalized in Definition 7.1 guarantees that every node of an abstract 
transition systenl for c U ~ would be eventually visited, the transition [((cL ~, ~-), 
(/))] --~,,~,'c ((true, n ) ,O) .L"  can be proven. 
8. OPT IMIZAT ION AND RELATED WORK 
We have formalized a number of different analyses to determine if a set of equa- 
tions is unsatisfiable in a (level-)canonical Horn equational theory. These analyses 
provide safe approximations of the standard operational semantics of equational 
logic programs [30, 42]. We have considered basic narrowing for conditional t, erm 
rewriting systems. It is possible to extend these results to more refined strategies 
for narrowing, such as selection narrowing [27] or LSE narrowing [12], and it would 
be worth treating the other variants of narrowing in the same systematic way. \~.~ 
note that the condition of level-canonicity is only required in order to guarantee 
the completeness of basic conditional narrowing. Due to the possible presence of 
extra-variables in the programs, we cannot weaken level-canonicity to canonicity 
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even if (full) conditional narrowing would be considered (see [42]), if we do not want 
to lose the completeness of the calculus. 
The approach which we have taken in this paper is general. In particular, it ap- 
plies when we consider any kind of analysis where we look for properties which are 
satisfied by all (or some) success paths. For specific analyses, it would be necessary 
to provide the appropriate abstract domains and approximations of the TRSs. In 
[8], the analysis for a specific goal (the abstract narrowing of a goal) is determined 
by exploiting the AND-compositionality of basic conditional narrowing and its ab- 
stract version. [8] also shows that the compositionality of the abstract semantics 
leads to a compositional analysis. A bottom-up abstract semantics adequate for 
modular data-flow analysis is defined in [7]. This abstract semantics captures the 
computational properties related to the use of logical variables. 
The method in [11] to approximate sets of normal forms of ground instances of 
terms in constructor-based programs can also be formalized as an instance of the 
framework presented in this paper. Bert et al. [11] define a notion of term descrip- 
tion and an abstract TRS which is computed as the least fixpoint of a continuous 
transformation on programs. Then, terms are abstracted and normalized with the 
rules of the abstract TRS. If the approximated sets of constructor normal forms do 
not have any element in common, then the terms are detected not to be g-unifiable. 
The analysis of abstract rewriting in [11] and our abstract basic narrowing anal- 
ysis are incomparable in the sense that there are examples that can be solved using 
only one of the two methods. For instance, unsatisfiability of the goal p(x) = x 
is recognized by the method of abstract basic narrowing in the constructor-based 
program 7~ = {p(0) --~ c(O),p(s(x)) ~ z,p(c(x)) --~ s(p(x))}. However, the set 
which approximates the constructor normal forms of the ground instances of the 
term p(x) on the lhs of the goal is a subset of the approximate set of constructor 
normal forms of the ground instances of the term x on the rhs of the goal, no matter 
what the level of approximation is. Thus, the analysis based on abstract rewriting 
[11] is not able to detect the unsatisfiability of this equation. 
The analysis of abstract rewriting could be improved if reformulated in the frame- 
work presented in this paper. In fact, rather than a rewriting relation on terms, 
the analysis could be redefined as a narrowing relation on equation sets without 
ignoring the abstract substitutions that are applied to make "ground" the terms 
before performing a reduction step. 
The analysis of unsatisfiability based on approximated narrowing seems to be 
particularly suitable for CLP(~/g)  [3] since constraints monotonically grow and 
the analysis can be made incrementally as long as a new set of equations is added. 
Example 5.19 shows that our method is able to recognize unsatisfiability in cases 
where the other methods would fail. The contrary is also true in general. Hence, 
standard methods to detect unsatisfiability should be preferably combined with 
our analysis. All of the above-mentioned methods always terminate and reduce the 
search tree without affecting the completeness of the calculus. 
We notice that the concrete narrower can use the result computed by the ab- 
stract narrower in the way that we informally suggest. Let g be an equational 
theory and c a set of equations. Let {or1,..., crk} be the collection of all be abstract 
substitutions (answer set) in the leaves {tT"ue, cyj}, j = 1 , . . . ,  k of the abstract ran- 
sition graph for g with c. Then, for each g-unifier 0 of c, there exists i such that 
VX E Var(c),  Xa~ ~_ XO. Thus, if we collect the set of answers, we can prune all 
paths which contain a substitution which does not compare with any element in 
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TABLE 1. Results of the Benchmarks of Example 2 
Goal BCN Simpl Simpl + aN lEA 
gl oo oc 5.08 4.18 
g2 0.78 0.54 12.50 2.48 
93 0.80 0.58 40.42 2.99 
ti le answer set. The formal definition of this method can be found in [6]. 
A prototype incremental  analyzer based on the ideas descr ibed here has been 
implemented.  The performance of the implementat ion of the algorithm, wr i t ten in 
Prolog, has been evaluated on a number of programs. To test our implementat ion,  
in addi t ion to a lazy resolution procedure based on the incremental  a lgor i thm iEA,  
we have chosen to implement an eager resolution procedure (relying on the basic 
condit ional  narrowing calculus BCN in Section 3) and two (nonincremental)  lazy 
procedures relying on the set of t ransformat ions Simpl consist ing of term rewrit ing, 
tr iv ial  equations removal, variable subst i tut ion,  term decomposit ion,  and failure 
rules [30] (here we include an appropr iate  rule of failure based on the analysis of 
nonjoinabi l i ty,  as formalized in Section 5.4). We also extend Simpl with an appro- 
pr iate rule of failure based on abstract  narrowing aN. It is difficult to state a general 
result for the efficiency improvement of the opt imizat ions because this strongly de- 
pends on the selected example. Table 1 gives an idea of the achievable speed-ups of 
the following benchmarks,  which correspond to Example 5.19 in Section 5.1:91 -= 
f (g (X) )  = c(O), h ( f (Y ) )  = s(0),92 -~ I (X )  c(g(h(Y))), c( f (Y ) )  = f (c (W))  
and .q:~ = ~ Z(X)  = c(9(h(Y))), h( f (Z) )  - 14.; Z(T) - c(V). 
Timings are CPU seconds on a SUN workstat ion with 16 Mbytes of RAM. Note 
that  our BCN implementat ion is slow in comparison with current implementat ions 
of narrowing. However, our exper iments with this prototype just  aimed to check 
the incremental i ty  and the abi l i ty to prove unsatisfiabil ity. The first row shows 
that  as soon as we add the abstract  narrowing analysis aN, we obtain a calculus 
which terminates  (Simple + aN) versus the standard BCN calculus which do not 
terminate  ven if the set of t ransformat ion Sirnpl is used. Moreover, the comparison 
between the cohmm of the nonincremental  nalysis (Simpl + aN) and that  of the 
incremental  calculus ( iEA) shows that  the speed-up due to incremental i ty  is very 
good. Our conclusion is therefore that  the techniques are practical,  and can be 
usefully combined for the analysis and opt imizat ion of equat ional  logic programs. 
We thank Giorgio Levi, Maria Jos6 Ramis, and Germgm Vidal for many helpful discussions. 
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